On the spot diagnostics

Quick Reference Guide
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STEP 1: PREPARE MATERIALS
Lay out kit components in
an area that is bright with
indirect light. CLICK start test
in app and follow instructions.
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STEP 5: COLLECT BLOOD
Massage from base of finger
for blood flow. COLLECT blood
to fill line. HOLD capillary
parallel during collection.
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STEP 2: DISINFECT FINGER
Put on gloves and disinfect 
the patient’s fingertip with
an alcohol wipe. Let alcohol
dry before lancing.
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STEP 6: STOP BLEEDING
PRESS sterile gauze against
finger to stop bleeding. Have
patient keep pressure on the
finger until bleeding stops.
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STEP 3: APPLY REAGENTS
APPLY a small drop of reagent
to circle in like-colored section
on test card. FILL in the
designated circle.
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STEP 7: APPLY BLOOD
ADD drop of blood to marked
spot opposite of reagent spot
by applying pressure to bulb.
Make drop same size as
reagent drop. Use all blood
in capillary.
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STEP 10: TAKE IMAGES
ALIGN QR codes on the boxes.
Review images and retake if
images are poor quality.
Upload photos after review.
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STEP 8: MIX BLOOD
Carefully mix/stir the blood
and reagent until fully mixed.
STIR so blood spot is nearly as
large as the indented circle. 
CAUTION: Use new stir stick
for each spot.

Poor image quality examples

Glare and
too small

STEP 9: SWIRL BLOOD
TILT the card for 5 seconds in
each direction (North, South,
East, West) at a 45º angle until
the 60 second timer is
finished.

STEP 4: LANCE FINGER
Twist off cap. PRESS lancet
firmly against finger slightly
off center. DISPOSE lancet in 
a suitable sharps container.

Low blood
and too small

Low light

